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ABSTRACT
The article proposes a model that describes the effects of cyber attacks on virtual cloud resources
(VCR) of various informatization objects (IO). The developed model served as the basis for an algorithm
that allows to analyze threats in the IO cloud environment. The proposed algorithm in this work allows to
obtain attack routes, that is achieved by synthesizing the attack graph and the graph of the correlative alert
about the state of the IO virtual cloud environment (VCE). There is proposed a model for assessing the
state of VCR. This model has become the basis for the algorithm for choosing countermeasures to protect
the IO VCE. Ultimately, the proposed solutions allow to obtain a calculated indicator of functional stability
(FS) and cybersecurity (CS) of IO virtual resources. And then to form countermeasures for increasing the
FS and CS index of IO virtual cloud resources. During the research, there was developed a technique for
providing FS and VCE CS based on software-configured networks. The developed technique allows to
focus the attention of the protection side on increasing the FS and CS of virtual machines on the basis of
the attacks detection and subsequent reconfiguration of virtual networks in VCE.
Keywords: Attack Graph, Correlation Graph, Software-Configured Network, Virtual Cloud Environment
1. INTRODUCTION
The modern development of information
technology (IT) (for example, in banks, at
enterprises, or in the educational processes of many
large universities) is characterized by the
widespread use of cloud resources located in data
processing centers (DPC). Such centers are a
collection of servers located on the same site to
increase their functional stability (FS) and
cybersecurity (CS). In [1], [2] the authors defined
cloud computing (CC) in the following way: “This
is a model for providing ubiquitous and convenient
access through a network to a common pool,
including computing resources that must be
configured.
These
resources
include:
communication networks, servers, data storage
means, applications, and services. Resources can be
quickly provided with minimal operating costs or
with contacting the provider.”

Both large companies that are trying to optimize
their enterprise IT infrastructure expenses and small
companies that are unable to immediately deploy
their own infrastructure have shown active interest
in cloud technologies. Ordinary users have also
shown interest, primarily in the possibilities for
data storage and the use of programs. During the
operation of cloud resources, consumers are
interested in a significant reduction in capital costs
for DPC creation and the purchase of server and
network equipment components and in ensuring the
continuity and availability of the IT infrastructure
of their enterprises. All these resource-intensive and
complex issues in using the cloud are transferred
from users to cloud service providers—the user
only pays for the actual services. Cloud services
also provide users with flexibility of configuration.
For example, one can independently configure
parameters such as processing power, file storage
volumes, and software composition. Despite the
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obvious advantages of CC, there remain
problematic questions. The main ones are lack of
trust in the service provider; the need to reliably
ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and
authenticity of information in the cloud; the FS of
information at all stages of its existence; guarantees
of uninterrupted operation and protection against
unauthorized access (UNA); and saving the
personal data of users that is transferred to and
processed in the cloud.
Confidentiality in working with cloud IT is not
only the task of the suppliers, who must ensure both
physical and software integrity of the stored data
against third parties. Modern cloud DPCs, as a rule,
are designed on the basis of the latest standards in
the field of CS (including antivirus protection,
encryption, and intrusion detection systems [IDS])
[1].
The FS of the servers in DPCs is provided by
network and physical protection, as well as by
ensuring fault tolerance and reliable power
supplies. Nowadays, the market offers a wide range
of hardware and software solutions for providing
the FS and CS of servers focused on a narrow range
of tasks. However, due to the gradual replacement
of classical hardware and software systems by
virtual platforms, the number of such tasks has
increased significantly and continues to grow.
The known types of threat to the integrity of FS
and CS (network attacks, vulnerabilities in
operating system (OS) applications, and malicious
software) have been added to in recent years. Such
new threats include the organization of
environmental controls (hypervisor), traffic control
between guest machines, and difficulties with
access rights delimitation. The work of modern
DPCs in a number of industries therefore requires
increasing the level of technical requirements to
ensure their FS. Moreover, this fully applies not
only to cloud technologies in education, but also to
more serious cloud architecture, such as that used in
banks and the transport industry—in other words,
in the infrastructure of critical computer systems.
The appearance and development of
virtualization technologies has caused a large-scale
migration of most systems to virtual machines
(VM). At the same time, solving the problems of
providing FS and CS for the operation of software
in a new environment requires a different approach.
Many types of cyber threats are well studied, and
appropriate countermeasures and methods have
been developed for them. However, such methods
must be adapted for use in the cloud. The
penetration of platforms based on virtualization
technologies has reached a level at which almost all
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companies using these systems have seriously
begun to deal with issues of FS and CS of the
cloud.
Many questions on increasing the FS and CS of
virtual cloud resources (VCR) have not yet been
fully investigated [1], [2]. The solutions to this type
of problem based on existing development [2], [3]
have significant disadvantages [4]. In particular, a
number of researchers [5], [6] have noted the lack
of a universal method for providing FS and CS for
cloud resources due to 1) constant changes in the
capabilities of existing VMs in cloud information
systems, 2) the use of insecure application
interfaces, and 3) the high resource consumption of
existing systems. The topic of this article—solving
the scientific and applied tasks of IT development
to ensure the FS and CS of VCRs based on
software-configured
networks—is
therefore
relevant.
2. REVIEW AND ANALYSIS OF PREVIOUS
RESEARCHES
Modern methods of providing FS for VCRs
based on software-configured networks are
inextricably linked with publications [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10]. Publications [7], [8] substantiated the
importance and relevance of solving the problem of
providing FS and CS for VCRs based on softwareconfigurable networks (SCN). However, these
works were mainly of a review nature.
In works [9], [10], the authors analyzed the
effectiveness of cloud technologies, on the basis of
which it was concluded that their use provides a
number of advantages over traditional IT
technologies. In [11], the advantages of virtual
cloud environments (VCE) in the tasks of
efficiently managing an organization’s computing
resources were shown. Works [9], [11]
substantiated the benefits of VCEs in the tasks of
reducing the costs of IT infrastructure and
informatization object (IO) maintenance personnel
and ensuring reliable protection of data from losses
and attacks. However, these works did not contain
descriptions of specific methods aimed at
increasing the FS of VCEs. Works [11], [12]
considered the practical aspects of the use of VCEs
for the implementation of many types of training
activities, monitoring and evaluation, and online
testing. However, the tasks associated with VCE
CS in educational institutions were not considered.
Publications [13], [14] showed that the FS of
VCEs is achieved on the basis of systemic
approaches to solving problems by increasing the
reliability properties of complex control objects.
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Moreover, as was noted in [10], [14], FS is a
property fundamentally different from reliability
and stability. Methods of providing FS are aimed at
a more complete use of the available technical
resources of complex technical systems. The task of
providing FS and CS for VCEs can be considered
one of the urgent scientific problems of modern
control theory [15].
Scientific research has shown that the most
important factors for cloud users are FS and
security [10], [14], [15]. External influence by
hackers on VCEs that violates the internal integrity
of cloud virtual resources is considered in [10], [16]
as a threat to FS. Such influence can exploit
vulnerabilities in the cloud and its resources to
penetrate the system. In traditional DPCs in which
system administrators have full control over the
host machines, such external influences can be
detected and corrected in a centralized manner.
However, measures to ensure FS and CS in DPCs,
where cloud users, as a rule, have privileges to
manage software on their VMs, cannot work
effectively. This, in turn, leads to violations of the
requirements of service level agreements (SLA)
[10], [17]. Users can also install vulnerable
software on VMs in the cloud [14], significantly
reducing the FS of the cloud environment. Thus,
the task of creating an effective system for
identifying and responding to external influences—
including of a destructive nature from hackers and
other intruders—remains significant and is
necessary for timely minimization of the
consequences of violations of the FS of cloud
virtual resources. The tasks that are mentioned
below have not been discussed by other researchers
in their publications. In view of the foregoing, the
purpose and objectives of this research are highly
relevant.
3. PURPOSE OF THE ARTICLE
This research examines approaches to
increasing the FS and CS of VCRs of various IOs
based on monitoring their state and assessing ways
to counter intrusions. Some aspects of the influence
of the proposed solutions on the FS of the cloud
environment and the possibility of automated
control of software-configured networks are also
discussed.
During the process of the research, the
following tasks were solved:
1) the development of an attack model of
VCRs in the form of an attack graph that will
describe and predict the behavior of an attacker;
2) the development of a model for choosing
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countermeasures, for security indicator monitoring,
and for assessing the state of the VCRs of an IO;
3) the development of a methodology for
ensuring FS and CS of a VCE based on softwareconfigured networks; and
4) an experimental assessment of the
effectiveness of using the developed methodology
for automated decision-making on countering
intrusions into a VCE.
4. METHODS AND MODELS
During the process of the research, the model
describing the cyberattack influence on VCRs was
improved. The model differs from the existing ones
in that, for constructing edges in the alert
correlation graph (ACG) [18], a function that takes
into account the time difference between the arrival
of alerts from neighboring nodes (

D(Alert) and

Alert ) in the system is used:
T  D( Alert )  Alert,

(1)
A graph of attacks on VCEs was developed that
allows gathering of information about all known
vulnerabilities in the system and shows, in real
time, the status of the FS and CS of the system.
This makes it possible to predict possible threats
and attacks by correlating the identified events.
The graph scenario (hereinafter referred to as
GRS) can be submitted in the tuple format:

SC ga  VR , ED ,

(2)

where VR  is a set of vertices of the attack
graph (AG) and ED  is a set of directed edges
connecting the vertices of the AG.
The vertices of the AG can be of three types:

NOco  nodes of the conjunction (to display
NOdi 

vulnerabilities),
nodes of the disjunction
(to indicate the result of exploiting the vulnerability

NO 

ro
by an attacker), and the root node
(to
indicate the initial stage of the attack scenario).

The set of AG vertices
follows:

VR is defined as

VR  NOco  NOdt  NOro.

A set of edges reflects which of the
be met in order to achieve
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NOdt

must be obtained for nodes

NOco

to be met.
Then it is fairly



ED post 

represents the edges that reflect the
relationship between vulnerabilities in the previous
node and possible results of exploiting the
vulnerabilities in the next node.
The ACG will be presented as a tuple of the
form

Gcev  AL , ED , SR ,
where

(5)

a set containing all alerts

 Alert  —an alert al  AL is a data structure that

includes the source and destination IP addresses,
the type of alert, and timestamps—and
set of attack paths in the ACG.
Each alert refers to a pair of vertices

SR  is a

vrc ; vrd 

in the GRS. In alerts, a function map al  is used
that reflects an improved model of the attack
influence on the VCRs:

al.sour.addr.alert vrc.host  


mapal : al  vrc , vrd  al.dest.addr.alert vrd .host   ,


al.alert.cl  vrc.vul 


(6)

vrc  is a vertex that reflects a
vrd  is a vertex that reflects the
vulnerability;
where

exploitation

of

the

between two alerts
criteria are true:

al , al 

if the following

vulnerability;

al.sour.addr.alert  is an alert with the IP
vrc.host 

address of a source;
is a vertex that
corresponds to a particular node in the cloud
environment, an alert with the IP address of the
destination node, and a vertex that corresponds to a
particular node in the VCE associated with;

al.alert.cl  is an alert with a vulnerability class;
vrc.vul 

is a vulnerability in the analyzed node; c –
is a vulnerability index; and d – is a vulnerability
exploitation index.

value

(7)
where an alert with a time stamp in the previous

(4)

pre
where
represents the AG edges, which
reflect the relationship between the result of
exploiting the vulnerability in the previous node
and the vulnerability itself in the next node, and

AL  is

The directed edges represent the correlation

al.time  al.time  al.time  al.time  threshold

ED  ED pre  ED post ,
ED
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node and al .time  is an alert with a time stamp
in the next node.
 al.dest.addr.alert  vrd .host   
.
vrc , vrd   EDpre : 
 al.sour.addr.alert  vrc.host  
(8)

RO  SR

i
A route
is a set of related alerts in
chronological order that belong to the same attack
scenario.
An AG is used to predict the behavior of an
attacker. Based on it, an algorithm for analyzing
threats in the cloud environment is created; see Fig.
1.
According to the algorithm, for each alert, one

RO

i are detected and
or more attack routes
returned. For each alert that is received from an
IDS, a new vertex is added to the ACG if it does
not exist. For this new alert, we should find the
corresponding vertex in the GRS using the function

map al  . For this vertex in the GRS, alerts

NO

co are
associated with its vertices of the type
correlated. This creates either a new set of vertices

that relate to the route

ROi

in the ACG or a new

ROi  1 . At the end of the work of the threat
route
analysis algorithm in the VCE, we add the alert
attribute to the corresponding vertex in the GRS.
The result of the algorithm is to obtain one or more
routes of attack on the VCE.
During the research process, the model for
assessing the state of VCRs was improved. The
model is described by the expressions (9)–(12) and
differs from the existing ones in that, for choosing

cm  CM  , the indicator
cm.ef  of the
characterizing the negative effect

the countermeasure

countermeasure on the SLA (or) is used as well as
the indicator of the costs required to use the
countermeasure in terms of resources and
operational complexity.
To assess a VM from the point of view of FS, it
is proposed that, as the indicator of the FS of the
VM, the following be used:
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FSVM  AVM  AU
,
VM
where

AU VM

- is assessment of the use of VM

vulnerabilities in the VCE and
of the VM vulnerabilities.
It is assumed that
A VM

(9)

 min

10 , ln

AVM

BL
 e

is assessment

, (10)

vm 

where BL  is the average base score for each
vulnerability of a particular VM termed vm.
An assessment of the VM vulnerabilities exploit
can be obtained as follows:

 
   Nvm  ,
 min 10,ln  eW vm  
AU

VM 

  Qvm  
 

 

(11)

W vm 

N vm  

is the number of services

Q



provided by the VM, and vm  is the number of
services that can be provided by a VM in the VCE.

A

VM
Therefore, the parameter
takes into
account the basic assessments of all VM
vulnerabilities, and each basic vulnerability
assessment takes into account the attacker’s ability
to exploit that vulnerability. One can also take into
account the amount of damage that an attacker can
inflict. The exponential sum of the basic indicators
allows assessment of the deviations of their values
on a logarithmic scale based on the number of
vulnerabilities.
On the other hand, a vulnerability assessment of

a virtual machine

AUVM

ability to exploit VM vulnerabilities and depends
on the ratio of the number of used network services
to the total number of possible network services. A

FS

VM
high assessment
means that, for the
vulnerabilities, there are a large number of possible
ways to achieve an attacker’s goal.
Therefore, the indicator of functional stability

FSVM

is a quantitative assessment of the level of
FS and CS of each VM in a VCE. The functional

FS

VM can be used to determine the
stability index
level of FS and CS for each VM in a VCE. To
prevent cyber threats from a compromised VM

FS

is the average vulnerability
where
exploit score of each of the vulnerabilities of a
particular VM,
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VM , the
impacting VMs with higher values of
protection side needs to use more effective means
FSVM , there are
of CS. To reduce the value
substantiated strategies for reducing the influence
of the attack, depending on the value of the
negative impact of attackers on a VCE.
We should note that the choice of
countermeasures is a complex task that includes
purely technical countermeasures, such as ending a
session with an attack source node, sending an alert
to the user, blocking access to the server in the
network, or changing the configuration of security
services to block an IP. However, the choice of a
rational strategy for technical means requires
financing, and the task of choosing such a strategy
can be considered independent; both our research
[22], [23] and the work of other authors [24], [25]
are devoted to a solution.

reflects an attacker’s
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Figure 1: Cyberthreats analysis algorithm in VCE

On the basis of the obtained results, a
countermeasure selection algorithm using an
example of an attack of the Probe type is proposed;
see Fig. 2. The meaning of the algorithm is as
follows:

cm CM 

are selected for
Countermeasures
a specific cyberattack scenario. The input data for
the algorithm comprises alarm alerts from a
network analyzer (Alert), an AG, and a database
containing possible countermeasures (a set
containing possible countermeasures for VCE
protection). The operation of the algorithm begins
with the selection of a node in the ACG, which is

responsible for the alerts received from the network
analyzer. For this alert, the time distance to the
target node is calculated. If the obtained value is
greater than the threshold (th_val), then the
selection of countermeasures cm is not performed.
Next, the ACG is updated and new alerts in the
system are monitored.
The countermeasure that gives the smallest
value of the complex indicator of the
countermeasure choice is defined as in demand. AG
and ACG scenarios are also updated before the
completion of the algorithm.
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Figure 2: Algorithm for selecting countermeasures to minimize the influence of Probe cyberattack on VCE

To achieve the goal of choosing a
countermeasure, a comprehensive indicator of the

CO. is used.
h  JA  h2  VA ,
CO  1
k

choice of countermeasure

h ,h 

(12)

1 2
where
are characteristics of the
influence of countermeasure values on the FS and

CS of the VCE, JA  is the value of the negative
influence that arises as a result of the application of
countermeasures in relation to the SLA

Benefitor

B  , VA  is the cost, which

reflects the expenses necessary to implement
countermeasures in terms of resources and
operational complexity (the higher the indicator, the

greater the cost [cost]), and k  is the coefficient
of rationing.
During the process of the research, a
methodology was developed for providing FS for a
VCE based on SCNs. The methodology was
developed on the basis of infrastructure as a
service—that is, users of cloud services being free
to install any OS or application. This has a
limitation; the use of the methodology is not related
to host-based IDSs—that is, exactly how to process
encrypted traffic to detect an attack has not been
solved. The methodology can be used only in
systems based on paravirtualization [18], [19], [20],
[21].
The output data from the methodology
comprises AGs, alert correlation graphs, alerts from
the network analyzer, and profiles of VMs. The

functional diagram of the test VCE based on SCNs
is presented in Fig. 3. The test VCE includes the
following elements: network agents, databases
(DB) of VM profiles, a network controller, an
attack analyzer, and hardware, such as a switch or
router.
A network agent is installed on each cloud
server, which is designed to scan traffic that passes
through network bridges. Bridges control all traffic
between VMs in a physical cloud server. The VM
profile database contains information about the
state of each machine, and VMs in the cloud are
profiled in such a way as to obtain accurate
information about the state of the VM, the state of
the services, the state of the open ports, etc.
Any VM that is connected to a large number of
other machines is a priority. This is due to the fact
that compromising a VM with a large number of
links can cause a greater decrease in the FS and CS
of a VCE in general. In addition, it is necessary to
store information about the services operating on a
VM to verify the reliability of the alerts that apply
to it. An attacker can use a port scan program to
scan the network and search for open ports on any
VM. Therefore, information about any open port on
the VM and the history of open ports plays a
significant role in determining how vulnerable the
VM is. All of these factors together create a VM
profile. VM profiles are stored in the database and
contain information about vulnerabilities, alerts
from the network analyzer, open ports, services,
etc.
A network controller is a key component in
maintaining software reconfiguration capabilities. It
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implements a virtual network reconfiguration
function based on the openflow protocol. The
proposed methodology uses integrated management
functions for the Open vSwitch and openflow
switch protocols in the network controller. This
allows setting of security rules for filtering traffic
on an integrated basis for the cloud system.
The network controller collects information
about the network and the current openflow
network and provides input to the attack analyzer to
create AGs. Information about a topology change is
automatically sent to the controller and then

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

processed to restore the AG. The network controller
is also responsible for applying the appropriate
countermeasures from the attack analyzer.
The attack analyzer implements the main
functions of the FS and CS of the VCE based on
SCNs, which include procedures such as creating
and updating the scenarios of the AG and the ACG.

Figure 3: Functional diagram of VCE based on SCN
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Figure 4: Algorithm for providing FS and CS of VCE based on SCN. Accepted abbreviations: NA - network
analyzer; ACG – alert correlation graph

5. THE RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTAL
STUDIES
To verify the obtained methods and models,
experimental studies were conducted to ensure the
FS of VCEs based on software-configured

networks. To assess the effectiveness of the
obtained scientific results, a test VCE was
developed that included 24 VMs. Fig. 5 shows a
structural diagram of a test stand.

Figure 5: The scheme of the stand for experimental research

For example, Open vSwitch needs to be tested
during the process of configuration of a physical or

virtual switch by sending packets in different ways,
such as the ping and tcpdump utilities. For a virtual
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switch, this is difficult to accomplish as the virtual
switch is not visible to the OS, although it has a set
of special testing tools.

Figure 6: VM assessment graphs in terms of indicators

AU VM

(Line 1) and

AVM

(Line 2)

Figure 8: Diagram of a comprehensive indicator of
countermeasure selection for VCE

CO

Figure 7: VM assessment graph depending on the
indicator

FSVM

FS

VM for VM. (Line
Figure 9: The change of the value
1 – after taking countermeasures, Line 2 - before taking
countermeasures
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6. DISCUSSION
OF
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

THE

A

Fig. 6 shows the graphs UVM —assessments of
the vulnerability exploits of a VM in a VCE (Line

A

1)—and VM —assessments of the vulnerability of
a VM (Line 2). These indicators were obtained by
processing the experimental data using formulas
(11) and (10).
The graphs in Fig. 6 show how many
vulnerabilities in the VMs can be used by an
attacker to compromise them. We should note that
the lower these indicators are, the lower the risk
that an attacker could achieve this goal. If one of
the indicators exceeds a value of 0.5, then, with a
high degree of probability, it can be considered that
the overall FS indicator of the VCE will also be
high. This, in turn, means that there is a high
probability of the VM being compromised and
appropriate countermeasures being taken against it.
Assessment of a VM depends on the FS index

FS

VM ), shown in Fig. 7, which displays the
(
general state of the FS of the test VCE or for a
specific IO. The lower the value, the higher the
state of the FS of the VM in a private cloud
environment.
Fig. 8 shows the graphs for a comprehensive
indicator CO of countermeasure selection,
reflecting the value of the negative influence of the
countermeasure on the SLA. The obtained graph
also reflects the costs required to implement
countermeasures in terms of resources and
operational complexity (the higher the indicator, the
greater the cost [cost]). These indicators together
reflect a comprehensive indicator CO of
countermeasure selection. It should be noted that
countermeasures with a high CO correspond to
more serious and rarely used countermeasures that
can significantly change almost the entire
infrastructure of the VCE.

FS

VM
Fig. 9 shows the values of the indicator
of a test VM before and after the appropriate
countermeasure. Graph analysis of Fig. 9 shows
that the average reduction of VM vulnerability is
approximately 12–17%. This makes it possible to
increase the efficiency of a VCE based on softwareconfigured networks.
The novelty of this research is that the following
models have been improved:

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

1) Model of influence of attacks on VCRs. The
proposed model differs from the existing ones in
that, for the creation of edges in the ACG, a
function is used that takes into account the time
difference between alerts received from
neighboring nodes in the system.
2) Model of assessment of the VCR state. The
model differs from the existing ones in that, in
order to select countermeasures, indicators are used
of the influence of a countermeasure on the SLA of
the VCR and of the costs required for the use of
countermeasures in terms of resources and
operational complexity.
A methodology is proposed for providing FS for
VCEs based on SCNs. The methodology, unlike the
well-known ones, is based on a mechanism for
detecting attacks and reconfiguring virtual
networks, which makes it possible to increase the
FS of VMs against being compromised; for this, a

FS

VM is used.
complex indicator
The disadvantages include the fact that a smallscale virtual network consisting of only 25 VMs
was used to test the proposed methodology. In the
future, it is planned to increase the number of VMs
in the test network by 100–150.
Compared to similar studies [4, 7], we primarily
focused on the complex formulation of the problem
of protecting the cloud environment and on the
development of an algorithm for selecting
countermeasures that can guarantee the protection
of cloud resources in conditions of increasing
complexity of cyberattacks on them.

7. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

The main research results presented in this
article are as follows:
1) The tasks of ensuring the FS and CS of
VCRs for various IOs were investigated. It was
shown that FS and CS are achieved on the basis of
a systematic approach to solving the problem of
increasing the reliability and security of complex
control objects.
2) The mathematical model for providing the
FS and CS of VCRs for software-configured
networks of IOs was improved by taking into
account the influence on VCRs of cyberattack
parameters. The model also takes into account the
state of the VCR and the selection of possible
countermeasures based on a comprehensive
indicator for software-configured networks. A
graph of attacks on a VCE was developed, which
allows receiving of information about all known
vulnerabilities of the system and shows, in real
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time, the state of the FS and CS of a VCR. As a
result of the comprehensive application of the
proposed models, the IO information security
administrator can predict possible cyberthreats and
attacks, particularly by correlating the detected
events in a virtual cloud network.
3) Algorithms were developed for the analysis
of threats in the cloud, the results of which are to
identify one or more attack routes on a VCE and to
select countermeasures for specific scenarios of
attacks on the IO and its VCR.
4) A methodology was proposed for providing
the FS and CS of a VCE based on the use of
software-configured networks. This methodology
aims to increase the resistance to compromise of
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